We prove a few results concerning the notion of finite dimensionality of mixed Tate motives in the sense of Kimura and O'Sullivan. It is shown that being oddly or evenly finite dimensional is equivalent to the vanishing of certain cohomology groups defined by means of the Levine weight filtration. We then explain the relation to the Grothendieck group of the triangulated category D of mixed Tate motives. This naturally gives rise to a λ−ring structure on K 0 (D). §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
The triangulated category of motives we consider is that of geometric mixed motives DM gm (Spec(k), É) over a perfect field k constructed by Voevodsky [20] . Everything below will also work for Levine's triangulated category of mixed motives constructed in [15] . Moreover by [15, Chapter VI, 2.] , the two triangulated categories above are equivalent in characteristic zero. In particular, following Levine [14] , we consider the tensor triangulated full subcategory D of DM gm generated by the Tate motives É(n), n ∈ . This article consists of two parts. In the first part (i.e. § §2-4) we prove certain results on the finite dimensionality of mixed Tate motives. In the second part (i.e. §5) we study the Grothendieck group of the triangulated category of mixed Tate motives with applications to problems discussed in the first part. Now we explain in more detail the content of this article.
The triangulated category D of mixed (Tate) motives is a É−linear tensor triangulated category. We recall in §2 the basic properties of such categories. These are enough for the following basic definitions. For example, it follows from these properties that we have a functorial and well-defined action of the symmetric group Σ n (i.e. the set of bijective functions on {1, 2, · · · , n}) on the n−th tensor power of a motive X. Moreover we show (2.2) that this action is well-behaved with respect to the shift functor X → X [1] .
The definition of Schur functors can be given in any É−linear tensor category in which projectors have a kernel, i.e. Karoubian categories. This is done by Deligne [6] . We show in (3.11) that the triangulated category of mixed Tate motive is Karoubian. This allows us to use the most basic properties [6, Section 1] of Schur functors X → S λ (X). the good behaviour of the action of Σ n , as described above, gives a functorial isomorphism S λ (X [1] ) ≃ S λ t (X) [n] where λ is a partition of n and λ t is the transpose partition. This is proved in detail in (4.2) .
A more important structure of the triangulated category of mixed Tate motives is the existence of a weight filtration in the sense of Beȋlinson, Ginsburg, and Schechtman [4, 1.3.1] . This is the result of Levine [14] . Using this we explain in (3.8) the existence of a conservative tensor functor gr W on D with values in the bounded derived category of finite dimensional É−vector spaces. Therefore we have the isomorphism
of finite dimensional vector spaces. Denote by d + (X) (resp. d − (X)) the sum of dimensions of even (resp. odd) cohomology É−vector space of gr W (X). We prove the following theorem.
Theorem (4.6). Let X be a mixed Tate motive and µ a partition. Then S µ (X) = 0 if and
In particular, for a mixed Tate motive X the following assertions are equivalent.
1. There exists n ≥ 1 such that Alt n (X) = 0.
2. H q gr W (X) = 0 for every q ≡ 1(mod 2).
Similarly, there exists n ≥ 1 such that Sym n (X) = 0 if and only if H q gr W (X) = 0 for every q ≡ 2(mod 2).
We mention two consequences of this result. Recall from Kimura [12] that a motive X is called Alt (or evenly) finite dimensional if the equivalent conditions in the theorem are satisfied, i.e. if there exists an integer n with Alt n (X) = 0. Similarly Sym (oddly) finite dimensionality is defined. The above theorem implies (4.8) 
is a distinguished triangle in which X and Z are Sym finite dimensional, then so is Y . Similar statement holds for Alt finite dimensional objects. This corollary is also a special case of a more general result by Mazza [16] and Guletskiȋ [8] . Let X be a mixed Tate motive which is Alt (respectively Sym) finite dimensional. Let us define the dimension of such a motive X, denoted dim ± (X), to be the greatest integer n such that Alt n (X) = 0 (respectively Sym n (X) = 0). Another consequence (4.6) of the above theorem is
It is worthwhile mentioning (see below) that this integer is determined by the class cl(X) of X in K 0 (D).
A mixed Tate motive X is, according to Kimura [12] and André, Kahn, and O'Sullivan [3] , said to be finite dimensional in the sense of Kimura-O'Sullivan if X ≃ X + ⊕ X − for an Alt finite dimensional motive X + and a Sym finite dimensional motive X − . Not all mixed Tate motives are finite dimensional in this sense. In (4.11) we give an infinite set of nonisomorphic non-finite dimensional motives. However it follows (4.6) that for any mixed Tate motive X there exists an integer n such that the Schur functor S n×n vanishes on X where n × n is the partition (λ 1 , · · · , λ n ) with λ i = n. For a bibliography and survey of results and conjectures concerning finite dimensionality of motives see André's article [2] .
The second part of this article is devoted to a brief study of the Grothendieck group of D. We show in (5.2) that K 0 (D), which is in fact a ring because of the existence of a bi-exact tensor structure on D, is as a ring isomorphic to [τ, τ −1 ] where τ is an indeterminate. An isomorphism is given by τ → cl(É(1)). We have the following result.
Theorem (5.4). For each i ≥ 0 the map
is well-defined. The λ i define a structure of λ−ring on K 0 (D).
Essentially the same proof as that of 5.4 gives in fact a more general statement (5.12), in which arbitrary Schur functors are considered. These results imply in particular the rationality of the Zeta function ζ X (t) of a mixed Tate motive X, defined following [11] and [2, 4.3] as an element of
It remains to make a remark in the case of (not necessarily Tate) geometric motives. It would be useful and interesting to have a list of basic properties similar to ones above (particularly the previous theorem) using instead the slice filtration on motives as defined and studied by Voevodsky [19] and Huber and Kahn [9] . The basic problem is to determine the Grothendieck group of the triangulated category where graded pieces of this filtration land. This is a work in progress.
Acknowledgements. (TTC △ ) D has the structure of a É−linear triangulated category.
commutes. Let D be a category satisfying the above axioms and X an object of D. Existence and functoriality of the commutativity constraint gives a natural action of the symmetric group Σ 2 on X ⊗2 . This can be uniquely extended to an action of the symmetric group Σ n on X ⊗n . In particular there is an algebra homomorphism
We usually denote ξ X (π) by π X or just π. We remark that this action is well-defined only because of the compatibility conditions (i.e. coherence theory) in the definition of tensor categories.
Lemma 2.2. There exists a functorial isomorphism α X,n : (
is commutative.
Proof. First consider the case n = 2 and σ X = t :
be the natural isomorphism. For objects Z, T consider the diagram
This is commutative by functoriality of the commutativity constraint t. Next consider the diagram
This is a formal diagram and hence, by pentagon and hexagon axioms, is commutative in any tensor category, see also [18, Chapitre I, après 2.5.
in which ϕ −1 is the associativity isomorphism, is commutative by functoriality of λ and ϕ. To prove the lemma in the first case, put all these diagrams together and let
, and f = −t. For n > 2, note that each σ can be written as a product of transpositions. The general diagrams above and well-definedness of ξ X show that the statement holds for any n and σ. §3. Levine weight filtration In [14, §1] Levine defines a weight filtration on his triangulated category of mixed Tate motives. Below we mention this result, when imitated in the setting of Voevodsky triangulated category of geometric motives, and use it to obtain more specific properties of mixed Tate motives. These are used in next section to define, for example, the alternating algebra object of an object X of D inside the category D. In what follows D = DMT (Spec(k), É) is the tensor triangulated category of mixed Tate motives with rational coefficients over a perfect field k as in §2. (
(iv) For each object X the canonical triangle
is distinguished and natural in X.
Proof. This is proved in [14, §1] .
Remarks 3.3.
(1) We note that the functors W <n and W >m being adjoint to triangulated functors are triangulated. By abuse of notation we occasionally consider these as endofunctors on D. (4) Let S → Spec(k) be a connected smooth projective equidimensional scheme of dimension d ≥ 1. Assume that X = M(S) is mixed Tate. Then it is easy to see that W <0 (X) = 0, W <1 (X) = ½, and W >d (X) = 0.
Corollary 3.5. For each n ∈ , the triangles gr
Proof. This follows from 3.2 and 3.3(1).
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a mixed Tate motive. The set of integers n for which gr W n (X) = 0 is finite. Proof. To prove this note that by 3.3(1) the endo-functor gr W n is triangulated (i.e. exact) and hence it is enough to prove the statement for X of the form ½(q) [p] . But this follows from 3.3(3).
Proposition 3.8. gr W is a tensor triangulated functor and gr W (X) = 0 if and only if X = 0.
Proof. Let X be a mixed Tate motive. Since gr W n (X) = 0 for almost all n, the functor gr W is well-defined and is obviously additive. Let gr W (X) = 0. By definition gr W n (X) = 0 for all n ∈ . The result 3.6 implies that X = 0. To see that gr W is an exact (i.e. triangulated) functor note that by 3.3(1) the individual functors gr W n are exact. Also the functor X → X(−n) is triangulated. It follows that the functor gr W n is also triangulated. Since a coproduct of distinguished triangles is distinguished, it follows that gr W is a triangulated functor. Now we prove that gr W is a tensor functor. First note that gr W (½) is the complex É concentrated in degree 0. Let Y be another mixed Tate motive. We show that there is a natural isomorphism
Using the canonical distinguished triangle 
By definition γ p,q is an isomorphism whenever X = gr
Denote the coproduct of all γ p,q (−p − q) by ξ X,Y . This is natural in X, Y and induces isomorphism for generators of D, we conclude that ξ X,Y is an isomorphism for all X, Y . These isomorphisms are compatible with commutativity, unit and associativity constraints. To see this first note that, as above, the fact that W >n is right adjoint to the inclusion W >n D → D implies that the morphism α X,Y gives a morphism
where n = p + q and W ≥n = W >n−1 . This is natural in X and Y and compatible with tensor structures. For example let t be the commutativity constraint. We must show that the diagram
is commutative. This diagram being obtained as the right adjoint of the commutative diagram
is commutative. In short, we have commutative diagrams, analogous to those for a "lax monoidal functor", which express the compatibility of the above morphism with the unit, associativity and commutativity constraints. Similarly we have a canonical morphism
where n = p+q and W ≤n = W <n+1 . This is natural in X and Y and there are commutative diagrams analogous to those for a "colax monoidal functor". Then γ p,q is the composite
The necessary compatibilities for the morphisms γ p,q can now be deduced from those for ρ and σ in a similar way to those for the composite of two tensor functors. The result follows. 
Proof. The only if part follows from functoriality of gr Proof. Let p : X → X be a projector. It follows from 3.2 that for each n the projector gr W n (p) has a kernel. An induction based on 3.3(3) shows that it is enough to prove that if W >n−1 (p) and W <n (p) have kernel, then so does p. View D as a subcategory of the triangulated category DM gm of geometric motives. The diagram
is a morphism of distinguished triangles and each vertical morphism is a projector. The category DM gm is by definition Karoubian. Note that the triangle
being a direct summand of the previous distinguished triangle is a distinguished triangle in DM gm . This means that the kernel of p is isomorphic to an object of D.
Corollary 3.12. D is a thick tensor subcategory of the triangulated category of geometric motives.
Proof. Let X, Y be geometric motives such that Z := X ⊕ Y is mixed Tate. Note that Y is the kernel of an idempotent of Z. The result follows from 3.11.
Corollary 3.13. Let S be a smooth scheme of finite type over k and n ≥ 1 an integer. If M gm (S) ⊗n is mixed Tate, then so is M gm (S).
Proof. We assume that n ≥ 2. Let ∆ : S → S × k n be the diagonal morphism and pr 1 : S × k n → S the projection onto the first factor. Note that M gm (S) is the image of the projector M gm (∆) • M gm (pr 1 ). The result follows from 3.12. §4. Schur functors and finite dimensionality
The construction of Weyl modules and Schur functors as done, for example, in [7, ture 6] for finite dimensional vector spaces can be carried out in any Karoubian É−linear tensor category. This is explained in [6] . Following the latter we give the definition and first properties of the Schur functors on the triangulated category of mixed Tate motives D of §2.
Let us denote by A the group algebra ÉΣ n . An approach to the theory of representation of the symmetric group Σ n , due to Young, is based on a statement that there exists a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible A−modules and that of partitions of n, i.e. sequences (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) of positive integers λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · the sum of whose elements is n =: |λ|. See [7] or [10] for details. For a partition λ of an integer n define its diagram to be
Denote by V λ the irreducible A−module corresponding to λ. We note that V λ is in fact
We recall from [6] the following construction. Let U λ := V ∨ λ be dual of V λ as a É−vector space. Note that U λ is also an A−module, i.e. equipped with the dual action. For an object X of D consider the functor
This is a representable functor. In fact we may take a É−basis of U λ and define U λ ⊗X ⊗n to be the direct sum of dim É (V ) copies of X ⊗n . It follows that U λ ⊗ X ⊗n is determined up to a unique isomorphism and represents the functor F λ,X . Note that this construction is functorial and hence U λ ⊗ X ⊗n has an action of Σ n written as σ → σ U λ ⊗ σ X . It is convenient to denote the representing object of 
naturally in X where the partition λ t is the transpose of λ.
Proof. Let U ′ be É with the action σ U ′ (z) = ǫ(σ)z. Note that U ′ is canonically identified with its dual U ′∨ . By 2.2 the diagram
is commutative. Now everything should be clear as by definition 4.1 we have
Naturality of the resulting isomorphism follows from that of α X,n and the fact that all the above isomorphisms are natural in X.
Remark 4.3. As the proof shows, the above proposition is valid for any object X of a category D satisfying the axioms in §2.
where Alt n = S (1,...,1) and Sym n = S (n) .
Proposition 4.5 ([6]).
The following assertions hold.
(
Most of the basic properties of functors S λ follow from this proposition. We also note that if S λ (X ⊕ Y ) = 0, then S λ (X) = 0. To see this it is enough to note that S λ , being a functor, takes the retraction X ⊕ Y → X to a retraction.
For a mixed Tate motive X let
Theorem 4.6. Let X be a mixed Tate motive and µ a partition. Then S µ (X) = 0 if and
Proof. Let X be as in the statement. Note that gr W (X) is an object of D b (É − fgmod). Therefore there exists an isomorphism
It follows from this, 2.2, and 3.8 that the functor
is a tensor functor from the triangulated category of mixed Tate motives to that of super finite dimensional É−vector spaces and takes non-zero objects to non-zero objects.
Therefore S µ (X) = 0 is equivalent to S µ (F (X)) = F (S µ (X)) = 0. The result [6, Corollaire 1.9] states that the latter is equivalent to
The result follows immediately.
Corollary 4.7. Let X be a mixed Tate motive. The following assertions are equivalent.
Similarly, there exists n ≥ 1 such that Sym n (X) = 0 if and only if H q gr W (X) = 0 for every q ≡ 2(mod 2). Proof. This is a direct consequence of 4.7 and the fact that X → H q gr W (X) is, by 3.3(1), a homological functor.
Remark 4.9. The above corollary holds more generally for (not necessarily Tate) mixed motives as shown in [8] and [16] .
Corollary 4.10. Let X be a mixed Tate motive if Alt n (X) = Sym n (X) = 0 for some n ≥ 0, then X = 0.
Proof. This is again a direct consequence of 4.7 and 3.8.
Example 4.11. Let k be a field and n an even positive integer, e.g. k = and n = 2, such that 
. Interpretations in the Grothendieck group
What follows is devoted to a study of Schur functors on the triangulated category D of mixed Tate motives when viewed in the Grothendieck group. We prove the existence of a λ−ring structure on D. For more on λ−rings we refer to [SGA 6, Exp. V] and [13] . This result is useful when dealing with dimension and additivity properties of Schur functors. In the sequel we denote W [n,n] (D) by D n for an integer n. We notice that there is a natural embedding ι n : D n → D and an exact functor gr That is id = π n where π n := K 0 (ι n • gr W n ). Proof. First note that W [0,0] is essentially small. Using the distinguished triangles 3.5 we see by induction on n ≥ 0 that W [−n,n] is essentially small. Therefore D, being a union of these, is also essentially small. The last assertion follows from 3.5 and 3.6.
The Grothendieck group K 0 (D) is in fact a ring precisely because the tensor product ⊗ : D × D → D is an exact functor in both arguments. In other words
defines an associative commutative unital ring structure on K 0 (D). Note also that the exact tensor functor gr
where τ is an indeterminate is an isomorphism of rings.
Proof. For an integer n, denote W [n,n] (D) by D n . Let us identify with K 0 (D 0 ). This is a ring identification by the classical Künneth formula. Note that the ring [τ, τ −1 ] is obtained by localising the polynomial ring [τ ] at the multiplicative subset {1, τ, τ
The function h is well-defined and is a ring homomorphism. By 5.1 h is surjective. It remains to show that h is injective. With notations as in the proof of 5.1 consider the group homomorphism
. This is an split epimorphism of abelian groups. It follows that K 0 (gr W n ) • h sends m q τ q to m q for q = n and zero otherwise. This shows that h is injective. The result follows.
be a distinguished triangle. If this is split (i.e. one of the morphisms is zero), then λ(X) = λ(Y )λ(Z) because of the first and third statements. The general case is a combination of the latter and the second step. More precisely
This means that λ is a well-defined homomorphism on K 0 (D).
Proof. This was shows in the proof of 5.4 and can also be derived from it using 5.1 that id = π n as endomorphism of the abelian group K 0 (D).
Corollary 5.7. Corollary 5.8. Let X be a mixed Tate motive. Then ζ X (t) is a rational function.
Proof. The assertion is clear for objects of the form ½(q) [p] . Now for a distinguished triangle X ′ → X → X ′′ → X [1] of mixed Tate motives we have cl(X) = cl(X ′ ) + cl(X ′′ ) in K 0 (D). Therefore by 5.4 we have the identity ζ X (t) = ζ X ′ (t)ζ X ′′ (t).
The result follows immediately. It is possible to prove a slightly more general statement than 5.4. Let us first recall the folowing notations.
Notations 5.10. For n ≥ 0 denote by R n the Grothendieck group of the semisimple abelian category of finitely generated ÉΣ n −modules. This is a free abelian group on the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects or equivalently on the set of partitions of n. Here we adopt the convention that 0 has one and only one partition. Define
This is a commutative, associative, and unital ring with the multiplication of classes of a ÉΣ p −module V and a ÉΣ q −module W given by cl Ind
Σp×Σq V ⊗ W .
Definition 5.11. Let X be an element of the set Obj(D) of isomorphism classes of mixed Tate motives. Define
where the sum is taken over all partitions µ with |µ| ≥ 0 and where V µ is the irreducible representation of Σ |µ| corresponding to µ and K 0 (D) R := K 0 (D) ⊗ R. . Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of 5.4.
Remark 5.13. As in the special case 5.4, the previous theorem implies results similar to 5.5 and 5.6.
